Ask America’s Ultimate Experts

Help! I need a confidence boost!
Henry Ford once said, “Whether you think you can or you think you
can’t, you’re right!” And our experts agree: Building your confidence
starts with positive thinking—and a few other easy strategies!

Supercharge your
can-do!
Get specific!

Instead of saying, “I want to be more confident,”
which is vague, pinpoint exactly where you need
the extra oomph, advises expert Debbi Dickinson. “Once you identify the area you want to
concentrate on, you’ll be able to take concrete
steps toward building your confidence. If you
want to be more confident at work, for example,
ask yourself what
your strengths
and weaknesses
are. Can you learn
a new system from
a colleague? Can
you get a ‘confidence mentor’—
someone with the skill you want? Narrowing
your focus lets you apply specific confidenceboosting tactics.”

Keep a confidence log!

Take stock of all the things that make you desirable and capable, says psychologist Leslie
Sokol. Ph.D. “Those two feelings are the lifeblood of confidence,” she explains. “Write a
broad list: What makes you desirable as a
friend, a partner, parent? What makes you
capable personally and professionally? When
we’re feeling less than confident in one area of
our lives, that feeling spreads to other areas.
That’s why it’s smart to remind yourself of your
strengths in multiple domains—everything from
‘I have a great sense of humor’ to ‘I have lots of
energy.’ Then use
your ‘desirable and
capable inventory’
to
springboard
yourself into more
confidence. Tell a
co-worker a joke if
‘humor’ is on your
list or wear an
extra-nice outfit on
Monday if ‘great
fashion sense’ is on
your list—the possibilities are endless!”

Practice small steps!

“A lot of people think you’re
born with confidence,” says
Dickinson. “It’s actually more
like physical fitness—you
have to train it through exercise.” The best way to build
your “can-do” muscles? Find
small ways to “practice.” If you
want to be more confident
at an upcoming speeddating event, for example, hone your conut
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low up with a statement
about anything from the
weather to how good the tangerines are this season. The
great thing about this strategy
is the built-in time limit: You’re
only in line for a few minutes,
so you can build your confidence in short
bursts.” Practice a little here and there—whether that means rehearsing job interview questions in the mirror or making a toast at the family dinner in preparation for a public speaking
engagement—and you’ll feel your confidence
gradually building up to strong!

Overcome
roadblocks!
Train your
“silver linings” vision!

“Use challenging situations to your
advantage,” says Sokol. “Ask yourself, ‘Can I find the silver lining in
this setback?’ If, say, you didn’t get
that job you applied for, maybe you
did get valuable interviewing
experience.” Arming yourself with
silver linings keeps your confidence strong over the long-term!

Make it physical!

Expert Catherine Johns promises confident
body language translates to a confident state of
mind. “Harvard research proves that an open,
expansive posture where your
shoulders are back, and you’re
standing tall, changes your body
chemistry and bolsters your selfesteem.” Johns doesn’t stop
there: “Whenever you have a
‘confidence victory’—be it giving
a work presentation you were
anxious about or working up
the courage to tell someone
how you really feel—celebrate physically: Literally
pat yourself on the back or
do a little dance. Physical
feedback helps hardwire
confidence, spurring you
to take more risks in the
future and go after
your goals.”

Our expert panel
Debbi Dickinson—author
of Nothing Is as Sexy as a
Woman with Confidence—
coaches women on
confidence-boosting career
strategies. Follow her at
SavvyTechLadies.com.
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Leslie Sokol, Ph.D.—

author of Think Confident,
Be Confident—is past
president of The Academy
of Cognitive Therapy. Learn
more at ThinkConfident
BeConfident.com.

Author of Show Up and Shine:
Simple Steps to Boost Your
Confidence and Charisma,
Catherine Johns helps
women build their businesses
and their self-esteem. Visit
her at CatherineJohns.com.
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